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Abstract

The success of deep learning has led to intense growth

and interest in computer vision, along with concerns about

its potential impact on society. Yet we know little about

how these changes have affected the people that research

and practice computer vision: we as a community spend so

much effort trying to replicate the abilities of humans, but so

little time considering the impact of this work on ourselves.

In this paper, we report on a study in which we asked com-

puter vision researchers and practitioners to write stories

about emotionally-salient events that happened to them.

Our analysis of over 50 responses found tremendous af-

fective (emotional) strain in the computer vision commu-

nity. While many describe excitement and success, we found

strikingly frequent feelings of isolation, cynicism, apathy,

and exasperation over the state of the field. This is espe-

cially true among people who do not share the unbridled

enthusiasm for normative standards for computer vision re-

search and who do not see themselves as part of the “in-

crowd.” Our findings suggest that these feelings are closely

tied to the kinds of research and professional practices now

expected in computer vision. We argue that as a community

with significant stature, we need to work towards an inclu-

sive culture that makes transparent and addresses the real

emotional toil of its members.

1. Introduction

By almost any metric, computer vision is in a golden

age. Deep learning has revolutionized nearly every prob-

lem in computer vision, achieving results that were unimag-

inable just a few years ago. As technical barriers have

fallen, the floodgates of interest in computer vision have

opened wide [40]. CVPR 2019 had over 9,000 attendees –

nearly ten times more than CVPR 2009 – and paper sub-

missions were growing exponentially, leading the 2019 Pro-

gram Chairs to cheekily extrapolate that CVPR 2028 will

surpass 10 billion submissions [5].

Meanwhile, the rest of the world is paying attention

to computer vision. According to Google Scholar, CVPR

is the fifth most impactful publication venue of all jour-

nals and conferences in all of science [2], just below The

Lancet and significantly above PNAS. Governments around

the world have announced major investments in AI research

over the next decade [14, 37], and academic grants are in-

creasingly focused on proposals integrating machine learn-

ing, sometimes with industry backing [3]. Major tech com-

panies are investing billions of dollars into computer vision

and machine learning [4] and paying eye-popping salaries

to attract top talent [32].

Despite all this apparent success, it is clear that com-

puter vision is facing a number of important challenges.

The thousands of papers published every year in computer

vision – and the popularity of arXiv as an instant publica-

tion venue – have made it impossible for any individual to

follow all developments in the field. Peer review processes

are straining under the huge influx of paper submissions and

the limited number of qualified reviewers, leading to accep-

tance decisions that may often be arbitrary [26]. Faculty

spending time in industry may harm student success [33],

but those staying in academia find it increasingly difficult

to compute against the computational, data, and human re-

sources of industry labs. Researchers in industry enjoy

much of the freedom of academia, but without the formal

protections of tenure [34]. Meanwhile, there is a striking

lack of diversity across gender and race in AI [49].

There is also growing alarm about the ethical conse-

quences of computer vision, from self-driving cars that have

killed people due to perception failures [22], to surveillance

technology that could become a tool of repression [18], to

the exploitation of low-income workers for labeling training

data [50], to face recognition algorithms that exhibit racial

bias [12]. Major datasets that have been the bedrock of com-

puter vision research for a decade have been found to in-

advertently include biased, racist, and misogynistic images

and labels, leading the Tiny Images dataset to be formally

retracted [47] and hundreds of thousands of images to be

removed from ImageNet [44].

It is against this backdrop that we, the researchers and
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practitioners of the computer vision community, live and

work. Given the field’s implicit goal to build models that

can match or beat human perceptual capabilities – to, ar-

guably, “replace” humans – it is perhaps unsurprising that

there has been little work studying the effect that this envi-

ronment has had on those working in the field. The work

of computer vision – just like any tech work [24, 31] – is

laden with emotion: the joys of solving a problem, the sting

of a paper rejection, the anxiety of finding a job or attaining

tenure, the envy for others who are better known, the con-

cern about ethical implications. These emotions orient how

one behaves and drive the trajectory of the community [20].

In this paper, we set out to investigate the “affects” (emo-

tions) of working in the modern vision community. We in-

vited several hundred computer vision and machine learn-

ing researchers to participate in a study in which we asked

them to write a short story about a recent, specific inci-

dent involving their work that was emotionally salient to

them. We collected and analyzed 56 stories from a wide

range of informants, ranging from first-year Ph.D. students

to prominent senior researchers in academia and industry.

While many report being excited about the progress in the

field, we were struck by the number of stories indicating

nostalgia about the past and worry about where the field

is going. Many informants seem to feel isolated and are

struggling to find their place within the field. Some were

so nervous about the consequences of sharing their stories

that they were only willing to communicate with us anony-

mously through a third party.

We are well aware that this is not a typical CVPR pa-

per: we beat no benchmarks, we introduce no datasets, we

present no novel loss functions. But we argue that this type

of work is nevertheless of central importance to CVPR, not

to be sidelined off its main track. We identify how the

growth of computer vision has affected a diverse range of

individuals; these affects cannot be measured in terms of

aggregate quantitative metrics. This paper seeks to amplify

these emotions, with the goal of taking a first step towards

a longer-term conversation about where our community is

going and how to ensure that it is vibrant for all.

2. Related Work

Our paper is reminiscent of work published at CVPR and

other AI conferences that has not introduced technical in-

novation but instead studied the research community itself.

Torralba and Efros [46] pointed out issues of bias in com-

puter vision datasets back in 2011, while more recent work

revealed systematic ethical issues with widely-used com-

puter vision datasets [9]. Buolamwini and Gebru [12] show

that popular face recognition algorithms systematically dis-

criminate based on gender and race. Wagstaff [48] argued

that the machine learning community had lost its “connec-

tion to problems of import to the larger world of science

and society” and proposed solutions. Tomkins et al. [45]

analyzed the peer review process of a major computer sci-

ence conference and uncovered distressing patterns of bias.

This paper also turns its lens onto the research commu-

nity to study the effect of recent developments in the field.

Studies of the data science profession [23, 25, 36, 39, 51]

have investigated the contingent nature of its practices, but

not the affective charge of such practices nor of changes in

the discipline as a whole. Perhaps the closest work to ours

are podcasts and newsletters that have collected informal

stories from prominent vision researchers [1, 38]. In con-

trast, we systematically study (see [41, p.19-22] for a dis-

tinction between journalism and social research) the affects

of the computer vision community by soliciting anonymous

stories from a wide range of researchers whose stories have

not yet been told.

Critical scholars [8, 15] have investigated how structural

biases in society are perpetuated by the datasets, algorithms,

and stakeholders of AI. For example, face recognition is

of large concern to marginalized groups [21] and performs

worse in identifying such individuals [12, 42]. Machine

learning can benefit members of dominant cultures, often

at the cost of harming others, even if unintended [8, 15].

We build upon this important work here, centering on emo-

tions of the computer vision community and identifying

how growth of the discipline has affected those who re-

search and practice computer vision and machine learning.

3. Methodology

We sought to collect diverse stories describing the emo-

tional impact of working in computer vision and machine

learning. Stories offer a way to access events that re-

searchers cannot witness and to learn about their infor-

mants’ experiences [29]. Informants were asked to write

their story in online documents (Google Docs) with the

following prompt (summarized for brevity’s sake): Write

a nonfiction story about computer vision and/or machine

learning (at least 2 paragraphs) with yourself as the main

character. The story should involve recent changes in the

profession/discipline and depict an event of emotional im-

pact on you. Such solicitations empower people to write

emotionally-charged but concrete experiences in their own

voice [35]. We chose this method – analogous to an asyn-

chronous, text-based semi-structured interview – instead of

live interviews to facilitate flexible scheduling during the

COVID-19 pandemic, to help informants feel comfortable

sharing emotional stories, and to elicit a diversity of expe-

riences [30]. After each informant drafted their story, we

asked questions via Google Doc comments, and they then

replied or updated the draft. This repeated until we had no

further comments. This process emulates best practices for

qualitative interviewing [16].

Informants also filled out a short demographic survey
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and completed a group identification scale [10] to measure

the degree to which they identify with computer vision (or

their other stated home field). This scale gives a rough sense

for how closely the informant perceived themselves as part

of the “in-group” of their field.

We conducted the study from May through November

2020. Participants’ identities were kept confidential, and

the study was approved by our university’s ethics board. We

advertised using a variety of means: (1) placing an ad in the

PAMI-TC and IAPR email newsletters, (2) sending direct

emails to about 100 computer vision and machine learning

PIs and asking them to distribute to their labs, (3) sending

direct emails to about 100 students, postdocs, and indus-

try researchers, (4) contacting organizers of affinity groups

Queer in AI, LatinX in AI, Black in AI, and Women in

Computer Vision and asking them to share with their email

lists, (5) posting on social media, including to the “Com-

puter Vision” and “Computer Vision and Image Processing”

groups on Facebook, (6) making announcements in virtual

rooms of ECCV 2020, and (7) via snowball sampling [16].

Whereas quantitative approaches test a priori hypotheses

about the distribution of a population among known cate-

gories and develop predictive models, our qualitative analy-

sis sought to discover relevant categories related to phenom-

ena [28] – the emotional responses to computer vision’s ex-

plosive growth. We followed a constructivist grounded the-

ory approach [13] to analysis, employing initial incident-

level codes that included, for example, “awe with deep

learning,” “unease with the blackbox,” and “feeling left be-

hind the hype.” Focused and axial coding further developed

themes around emotions tied to the new prestige of com-

puter vision, shifting norms of science, increased promi-

nence of industry, possible harms of AI, and rise in celebrity

culture. Memos on these themes form the genesis of our

findings.

4. Findings

In total, 103 people responded to our call for participants,

64 completed the demographic survey, and 56 completed

the entire study. As shown in Table 1, our informants repre-

sented a diverse sample of the computer vision community,

roughly evenly split between academia and industry, and at

a range of levels of seniority from Ph.D. students through

senior scientists and full professors. In terms of location,

about 80% of our informants were currently in North Amer-

ica, about 15% were in Europe, and only about 5% were

in Asia. Compared to attendance at CVPR 2019 (56.2%

North America, 13.7% Europe, 28.5% Asia, 1.0% Oceania,

0.5% South America, 0.07% Africa) [5], our sample sig-

nificantly under-represents Asia, and thus our findings best

capture sentiments of researchers in North America and Eu-

rope. The median age of informants in our sample was 33

years (µ = 35.3, σ = 9.4), while the median number of

years working in the field was 9.5 (µ = 10.6, σ = 7.6).

The majority (66.1%) of informants identified their primary

field as computer vision, while 21.4% identified artificial

intelligence, 7.1% identified machine learning, 3.6% iden-

tified natural language processing, and 3.6% identified an-

other area. According to the group identification scale, in-

formants on average reported being on the high end of be-

longing to their primary field (µ = 41.0, σ = 6.6 out of

a maximum possible of 50). We do not present individual

demographic data because of the sensitivity of the topic and

the possibility that such data could be triangulated to reveal

identities [11]. To protect identities, all informants are re-

ferred to by an ID number. Block and italicized quotes are

verbatim from stories.

Based on our qualitative analysis, we reveal experiences

running the gamut of human emotions. On the positive end,

deep learning (DL) has transformed computer vision into

a field with immense real-world impact and prestige. In-

formants identify a sense of awe and delight with how DL

has almost magically revolutionized nearly every problem

in the field. About 21% (12/56) of our stories expressed

solely positive feelings. The majority of stories, however,

paint a general mood of malaise. Informants describe emo-

tions of isolation, anger, apathy, and cynicism regarding the

growth of the discipline (and its side effects). These feel-

ings are tied to frustration over the loss of “science” as well

as to the increasingly competitive nature of the community.

4.1. The Magic of Deep Learning (DL)

Stories depict the resurgence of deep learning around

2012 as suddenly paving a way to making computer vision

work in real-world applications. P21 described feeling that

it was a “tough and hopeless time” in computer vision “be-

fore 2012, [when] the annual performance improvements

over ImageNet are quite marginal.” Some informants de-

scribe initially feeling skeptical about DL’s potential. For

example, P5 describes feeling “shocked” that a colleague

told him to abandon the use of a conditional random field

for his problem: “she told me you should solve the problem

purely based on deep learning. . . I did not think the occlu-

sion problem can be solved without explicitly reasoning of

shape priors and depth ordering.”

Of course, convolutional neural networks for DL turned

out to be a “hammer” (P5) that produced undeniably good

results. P8 describes amazement in how he replaced a prob-

abilistic graphical model with a new deep neutral network

he devised, which was “6 times faster. . . and. . . applicable

to large-scale data.” He felt pride in making a model that is

now used day-to-day in his application area.

The speed and ease with which these results could be

achieved was also astounding. P1 revisited an old paper

of his advisor’s, reimplemented it via deep learning, and

within half an hour it “outperformed the prior model by
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Gender Ethnicity Highest education Current location Current employer Current job title

Male 73.2% Asian 44.7% Ph.D. 73.2% North America 80.4% Research University 58.9% Assistant Professor 26.8%
Female 23.2% White 37.5% Masters 14.3% Europe 14.3% Industry 28.5% Ph.D. student 16.1%
Non-binary 3.6% Hispanic 3.6% Bachelors 12.5% Asia 1.8% Other academia 7.1% Scientist/Engineer 26.7%

Middle Eastern 3.6% Australia/NZ 1.8% Start-up 3.6% Associate Professor 8.9%
Black 1.8% Decline to say 1.8% Government 5.4% Professor 8.9%
Decline to say 10.7% Decline to say 1.8% Postdoc 5.4%

Sr Scientist/Engineer 8.9%
Instructor 1.8%

Table 1. Demographics of informants (N = 56). Some columns do not sum to 100% because informants identified with multiple options.

10–20%. I remember bouncing back into my advisor’s of-

fice with a silly grin.” The way in which DL seemed to

magically work on so many problems also made informants

reflective, thinking of their previous efforts in “feature en-

gineering, clustering, and classifier design” (P1) that now

seemed like dead ends. P51, after beating his previous

model after half a day’s work, felt “ashamed. . . that my so-

lution was so obsolete. Sometimes I wonder whether it was

my fault (I was not up-to-date enough) or not (state-of-the-

art changed quickly).” Shame is bound up with fears of

being left behind, which we will discuss later.

4.2. Frustration over Shifting Scholarship

Many stories expressed a general sense that DL has

shifted, in a number of ways, the meaning of “science” in

the discipline. First, informants lamented how DL has made

computer vision into more of an engineering exercise. Sec-

ond, stories express fear that one may become responsible

for creating problematic systems, a direct result of this en-

gineering drive. Last, informants complained of a collective

laser-like focus on DL that has created a selective amnesia

that rewards some ways of approaching problems while dis-

couraging others.

4.2.1 From Scientists to Neural Network Technicians

For some informants, what attracted them to their disci-

plines was the dream of shedding light onto fundamental

questions about, for example, how humans see. P7 notes

“deep learning-based systems are trained for very specific

objectives, and are far from resembling anything that could

be considered a general model.” What is lost for P7 is the

original ambitious goal of computer vision to develop a gen-

eral model that could solve many different everyday tasks,

one that reaches an understanding of the “mechanisms of

perception” and does not rely on tech companies’ agendas

of “big data from the Internet.” P14 came to computer vi-

sion to understand the “fundamental question of how bio-

logical vision works.” For others, computer vision held the

promise of understanding how we think and learn – “I want

to understand the learning process, and this SOTA [state-

of-the-art] chasing isn’t that” (P23).

Of course, computer vision has a long history of investi-

gating approaches that work well in practice but are not bi-

ologically motivated; in fact, convolutional neural networks

are probably more biologically plausible [7] than the ap-

proaches based on SVMs with SIFT or HOG feature vec-

tors [19,43] that were popular before DL’s resurgence. Nev-

ertheless, many informants felt that DL’s dominance has

shifted the field from a focus on what they consider to be

the fundamentals. P15, who was trained in cognitive sci-

ence, observes a shift from people wanting to build models

that “*explain* the internal cognition of people” to those

that merely “[describe] the external behavior of people,”

and shares a particular example of asking a class how they

would build AI for a board game called Dixit:

I thought the students would start talking about all

the. . . intelligence that go into playing Dixit, from re-

ally really complex visual recognition and interpreta-

tion of the beautiful and surreal Dixit artwork cards,

and the emotions and moods that each card conveys,

and referencing cultural knowledge and commonsense

knowledge, and having to. . . model something about the

other players, including things you know about them

personally, like even inside jokes you might have had

with them from long ago, and creative linguistic expres-

sion. . . and I thought. . . students would realize how com-

plex and mysterious is the human mind. . . and how in

AI we have barely scraped the surface of all of these

wonderful mysteries, and they would all go away from

that class totally mesmerized by. . . this insightful activ-

ity. . . that I had masterfully orchestrated for them. . .

Instead. . . they (excitedly, and confidently) said. . . “You

could collect a large amount of data from people play-

ing Dixit, and then train a neural network to give re-

sponses to cards!”. . . I think I stood there for a few sec-

onds somewhat taken aback and not quite sure how to

respond to this confident answer chorus. My mouth was

probably hanging open. . . The students were convinced.

Dixit was, after all, a very easy problem to solve. Noth-

ing to see here. Move along, move along. Another day

in AI. Another win for neural networks.

P15’s point is that students are now stuck in this deep-

learning mode of thought, unable to consider other ap-

proaches. This narrow perspective – and a perceived fo-

cus on beating benchmarks as opposed to advancing sci-

ence – was a recurring theme of informants’ stories. For
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example, P49 told of a paper submission that showed that a

state-of-the-art model had overfit to the test dataset, and that

their own simpler approach generalized better with much

less training data. But it was rejected because it did not,

ironically, beat the state-of-the-art on the original, overfit

dataset. The reviews made no mention of the key argument:

“criticism of a well-known dataset.”

This shift is belittled by some as transforming what was

once a scientific discipline into one that emphasizes “so-

lution method[s]” (P15) and “engineering the black box”

(P46). P25 remembers being outraged at a talk in which

the speaker concluded by saying, “Remember, we are neu-

ral network technicians, not scientists.” Overall, stories

spoke of much work that consists primarily of tweaking

parameters and architectures to make incremental progress

on shallow metrics. Informants bemoaned “how much

[computational] power. . . are ‘wasted’ just to get that less

than 1%. . . improvement on the accuracy” (P13), felt silly

and unenthusiastic over gaining “1% accuracy on imagenet

accuracy” (P23), and were demotivated because they are

forced to do “research” for “established (un-novel) deliver-

ables, e.g., running known methods on their data” (P28).

This new way of doing science is also puzzling to those

outside of machine learning. P39 related a story about a

collaboration with domain scientists:

My student had developed an initial 2D CNN model

which was doing reasonably well on the difficult prob-

lem. . . My student and I were describing the large num-

ber of decision choices in developing such a model such

as the number of convolutional layers, the size and num-

ber of the kernels in each layer, etc. Our collaborators,

the domain scientists, asked if we had done an in-depth

study on the optimal choice of each of these parame-

ters. They were accustomed to more traditional, simpler

models in which it is feasible to do possibly exhaustive

search on the optimal parameter settings. However, we

had to explain to our collaborators that it really isn’t fea-

sible to do such a search – there are just too many pa-

rameters and other design choices. I could sense that

this was somewhat disillusioning for them, not knowing

whether the model was the optimal one.

While the collaborators came to accept DL, they needed a

lesson on the immense complexity of DL models – and the

difficulty of understanding what they are actually modeling.

4.2.2 Paranoia and Fatigue over Harmful Blackboxes

As computer vision’s reach in our everyday lives expands,

stories spoke of a growing realization among researchers

that they could no longer be a “simple happy nerd pushing

boundaries on the next cool computer vision technology,” or

“pretend to be an ostrich researcher hiding my head in the

sand and blame others for the misuse of technology” (P18).

P42 felt a growing paranoia about his role in building an

AI system for a company “because the system is so much

of a black box, trying to build in explainability and trans-

parency into the system feels inherently futile sometimes.

The most we can do is really focus on what inputs are go-

ing into the system, weights, and training data. There’s fo-

cus on system design so we aren’t inadvertently present-

ing the output in a way that either obfuscates the confi-

dence/assumptions of the system and also doesn’t portray

the system as ‘all-knowing’ or too cautious/gung-ho. It

makes me feel better but I hope the people using this sys-

tem understand it’s not some magic box.” P42 is conveying

a feeling, exacerbated by DL’s blackbox nature, of uncer-

tainty regarding the social ramifications of his system [23].

Some stories depict informants disgusted at the

“gaslighting and undervaluing” (P23) of critical AI re-

search. P41, who is transgender, describes their experi-

ence reading a paper on facial gender recognition that mo-

tivates its system for identifying transgender people by the

specious claim “that some bad actors could be taking HRT

[hormone replacement therapy] as a disguise technique to

spoof face recognition algorithms.” They felt “pure rage

as first reaction, and then just a deep sadness, which still

persists. And it piles up on a stack of research being

done. . . that I consider wrong and/or unethical, and made

me lose any excitement for the field.” They note the authors

apologized, but that the problem is much deeper than one

single paper. “There are not many ML projects that I read

about these days that I think should exist and I am aware of

the weight of this statement. . . I am tired these days.”

The mindset of applying DL on big data to solve prob-

lems, without necessarily stopping to think of the conse-

quences, may in part be driven by intense pressure to pub-

lish. P46, a senior faculty member, commented, “Having

something accepted appears to be more important than hav-

ing something good accepted.”

4.2.3 Selective Amnesia

Closely intertwined with the shift described above is an ef-

fective erasure of past work. P7 calls this “selective amne-

sia.” P19 tells of feeling helpless when students are unable

to comprehend a classic paper “on spatio-temporal interest

points. . . The student spent more than a week and returned

completely puzzled by this paper written in the dinosaurs

era” before deep learning. P48 is “often sad that I am sup-

posed to fetishize particular techniques just because they

are new. I don’t like shiny/impressive stuff, I like thorough

stuff! Nuanced stuff!”

This disregard for older work also appears in confer-

ences. When speaking with a poster presenter whose work

is related to their own done five years ago, P19 is deflated

with the response: “Heh, I don’t read any papers before
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2015.” Fundamentally, P19 – a senior faculty member

– worries that “we are a generation that will forever be

blamed for breaking the flow of science.” Here we see not

only a dismissal of prior work, but also a surprising disre-

spect for experienced researchers themselves.

4.3. Newfound Opportunities

Aside from research, informants identify the newfound

applicability of computer vision and its related disciplines

as affecting their professional and personal lives in posi-

tive ways. P11 describes that years ago before the cur-

rent AI boom, the public doubted the “practical effects”

of computer vision. His future father-in-law interrogated

him about the future of the field: “While well prepared, I

still suffered. . . After I left their home, my girlfriend’s fa-

ther. . . expressed his concern against our relationship. He

thought ‘it is hard for me in this field to find a good job in

the US, even in China.’” He felt sad at the time, but he re-

ported a happy ending: “our surroundings currently are full

of news on computer vision and artificial intelligence appli-

cations.” Computer vision is now well-known to the public,

and its job prospects are bright.

The rapid rise in importance of industrial research labs

surprised many informants, especially faculty. P38 remem-

bers a keynote speaker “asked people to raise their hand

if they were in industry, and . . . about half of the people

raised their hand, which was really surprising to me at the

time.” P34 recalls “very few industry positions” available

in 2012 with only 20 companies at CVPR; when he grad-

uated in 2017, he felt excited that “hundreds [of] compa-

nies. . . showed up at our conferences.”

As a PI in computer vision for almost a decade, P4 feels

envy: “[students] don’t even realize how much better they

have it.” She recalled receiving an email from a well known

researcher, “Yusuf” – who has made fundamental scien-

tific contributions – regarding her PhD student, “Sanjeev:”

“[Yusuf] had come across Sanjeev’s paper. . . and wanted to

know if Sanjeev might be interested in an internship over

the upcoming summer. Sanjeev has spoken to Yusuf on the

phone. Sanjeev tells me that while the conversation was

pleasant, he is not all that excited about the internship.”

This shocked P4; when she was a student, internships were

rare, senior researchers did not cold-email students, and stu-

dents did not dismiss such opportunities so casually. Here

is a dynamic switch in power.

Lastly, stories comment on the now carnival-like and

opulent character of conferences – “lavish corporate din-

ners. . . with the usual flowing wine, well appointed buffet,

and irresistible pastries” (P7). P33’s story vividly captures

the CVPR experience by describing its host of characters

from poster presenters who “carry tubes. . . like. . . martial

artists carry their swords to attend an annual grand tour-

nament,” a grizzled professor whose contributions belong

to a “prehistoric geometry-heavy era,” two old colleagues

reminiscing “when CVPR was with two hundred attendees,”

young scholars who keep socializing at the “after-hour par-

ties. . . sponsored by a ride-sharing/auto-driving NASDAQ

listed company. . . with bands rocking every participant,”

and a professor “showing off his lab’s technology adopted

on a live-streaming App that makes billions.”

4.4. Industry Reinforcing the New DL Science

Stories also commented on the downsides of the increas-

ing prominence of industry. P28 describes how many com-

panies are eager to jump on the AI hype train: “Industry is

especially excited to be involved, as everyone wants to ad-

vertise that their product uses A.I. and is therefore faster,

and smarter, than the products of their competitors. So,

there has been an explosion in the number of businesses

with people who don’t understand machine learning, but

who need researchers to revolutionize their product.” P28’s

PI has capitalized on this, creating a lab structure where ev-

eryone “is assigned to work at a company for funding. And

these companies make us work *hard*. Weekly deadlines

and everyday meetings are the norm. This would be fine if

what we were doing was research, but it is not. These com-

panies do not have the time to let us. . . explore novel meth-

ods.” P28 describes students as feeling angry and demoral-

ized because they essentially do industry work on graduate

student salaries.

The job market is so competitive that we hear stories of

students who successfully sell themselves as DL experts,

despite being ill-prepared. P20 complains that half of their

job candidates “cannot calculate the output dimension cor-

rectly given input dimension and kernel dimension; some

tries to implement convolution with standard definition from

math. . . which makes the implementation complicated and

less efficient (with more cache miss because one of the ar-

rays needs to be accessed backwards); some struggles when

trying to handle the case of kernel stride > 1.” P47 is

shocked to hear a mediocre M.S. student confidently declare

they would find a research position in industry, only to dis-

cover a few weeks later they were hired as a senior research

scientist. A year later, P47 runs into the student at CVPR:

“I learned he was still in the same startup. . . However, he

had some issues. . . trying to calibrate some cameras, not

sure how to compile some software library, unsure what

type of capture setup was adequate for his problem. . . The

conversation turned into just another of our old office meet-

ings where it was clear he was completely lost and in need

of. . . hand-holding to get out of the rut he was in.”

4.5. Not a Cool Kid

Some of the most emotionally-impactful stories come

from those who feel left behind; in fact, we were sur-

prised at how widespread this feeling was and how it came
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even from faculty and researchers at top labs. It is man-

ifested in multiple ways. First, conferences seem to be

less and less conducive for junior and senior researchers

to network. P26, a faculty member at a top university,

used to believe that good work would naturally be recog-

nized but was stunned to discover that a senior colleague

who had written letters for him in the past was unaware of

his recent work. P26 noted that “the sheer volume of pa-

pers. . . means that few people even look at all the papers in

their area. . . Workshops have talks, but. . . [prefer] instead

to call upon the same set of senior researchers again and

again.” Conferences encourage a celebrity culture; P3, a

postdoc, talks of seeing senior faculty and feeling “like a

teenager is after a movie star” because “the power of the

idol is incredible” – “they were glowing in my eyes.”

Even senior colleagues describe feelings of insecurity

as others are caught up in this idolization of researchers.

P29, another faculty member, describes feeling like a “two-

bit player in a giant circus” at CVPR when a stranger ap-

proached his junior colleague for a selfie to post on social

media: “I realized I was more of a dinosaur than I thought.

This colleague, my ‘junior,’ had had their research become

a cause not just for science, but also for celebrity. I did not

envy the colleague’s fame, as much as I envied the fact that

they belonged at CVPR more than I ever would.”

Stories spoke nostalgically of when CVPR was smaller

and anyone could be heard. During his first CVPR a

decade ago, P53, now an assistant professor, “stayed at a 1-

bedroom apartment in Chinatown (30 minutes walk to the

venue) with four other students. . . I enjoyed every moment

of the conference with the mindset of amateurs, attending

all paper sessions, poster sessions, and social events hosted

by the conference. I actively made many friends. . . (believe

me, I am not that social person.), and with my very limited

knowledge and technical skills.”

But the rapid changes in the field, the exponential growth

of the conference, and the competitive environment have

made CVPR seem unwelcoming for some outside its norm.

P25, a professor at a top undergraduate teaching college,

describes experiencing “heartbreak” at a recent CVPR.

Though he attended many times before as a graduate stu-

dent, he felt out of place trying to return to the confer-

ence after a few years gap: “I tried to talk to presenters

to get more insights about their work. But it was clear

to. . . them. . . that I didn’t have any insights to offer in re-

turn. . . I had already fallen behind. So they moved on and

talked to others. . . I felt like the vision community had no

place. . . for non-publishing undergraduate educators, even

those who were preparing their future graduate students. So

I withdrew. And I haven’t returned to CVPR since then.”

Even those who successfully built their careers on DL

found it hard to keep riding its wave. P2 felt he was at the

right place at the right time, as one of the first to realize that

“deep learning would be the next big thing. . . I. . . told ev-

eryone in my lab about convolutional neural networks.” He

published early work and “people liked me for it.” He was

successfully able to identify himself as part of a cadre of re-

searchers doing DL. However, as DL became ubiquitous in

computer vision, he was consumed by failure: “I suppose

it [DL] was an identity that had been stolen from me.” P2

fought to overcome these feelings through therapy. “I am a

person. I am also a researcher. I am not a Deep Learning

researcher. . . That’s enough for now.”

4.6. Marginalizing Ethics

Those concerned with the ethics of AI also feel excluded

from mainstream research venues. P16, a Ph.D. student,

excitedly attended NeurIPS for the first time and went to

multiple affinity group workshops such as Women in Ma-

chine Learning and Queer in AI: “The potential of artificial

intelligence technologies to cause harm had been receiv-

ing increasing attention both from scientists and from the

media. . . I felt that people were getting to the heart of the

issues, talking about the role of power in artificial intelli-

gence technologies. I left the conference that day feeling

inspired and more excited about my field than I had felt in

some time.” Yet after exuberantly telling her friend about

the day’s talks, she was surprised when he asked, “Why are

you wasting your time with these workshops instead of go-

ing to the core conference talks?” These core topics were

“machine learning topics: optimization methods, network

architectures, etc.,” not “diversity, equity, and justice.” The

question hurt because she saw the affinity group conversa-

tions as vital to the field “rather than as a side-show.” Yet,

her friend disappointingly seemed to reflect the “attitude of

the field at large” that these concerns are secondary.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Our goal is quite unusual compared to most papers at

CVPR: from the onset, we sought not to create new bench-

marks in computer vision, but to benchmark the tenor of

the computer vision research community. It is easy to take

for granted how emotionally tied we are to the disciplines

we belong to; certainly many of us have normalized the grit

and suffering needed to succeed in research. The qualita-

tive stories of researchers and practitioners we have col-

lected and analyzed paint a complex, heterogeneous picture

of the affective growth of the field. We do not claim one

way of emoting is more legitimate or representative than

another, but – just as Lipton and Steinhardt [27] surmise

that the unprecedented growth of machine learning has led

to “troubling trends” in scholarship – we see computer vi-

sion’s meteoric rise as having an unprecedented emotional

impact on its adherents. This paper identifies this affective

growth, paving the way for future debate and actions. Are

the sorts of feelings that people in computer vision are ex-
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periencing within the range we desire? If not, how could

the CVPR community better support its individuals?

We summarize how deep learning (DL) developments

have moved in tandem with increasing feelings of marginal-

ization at different levels. Stories depict pride but also cyn-

icism over the growing generational divide between those

who were active in the pre-DL era and those who have only

been exposed to DL-based techniques. There is undeniable

euphoria with the breathtaking successes of DL. There are

those that take great delight in engineering solutions, beat-

ing benchmarks, and finding real-world applications that the

public will recognize. Yet many feel that computer vision

has veered from the original goal that attracted them to it,

away from fundamentals and towards engineering “black

boxes.” Others fear they are becoming “dinosaurs” whose

expertise is no longer valued or relevant. There are those

who remember when conferences were smaller, more egal-

itarian spaces where junior and senior faculty could read-

ily network and exchange ideas. Students seem unable to

break out of a solution-methods perspective. Some senior

researchers, despite their status, feel marginalized.

Stories convey both joy and shock at the effects of in-

dustry’s full-throated participation in the field. Whereas

once computer vision was a sleepy corner of computer sci-

ence, now students and faculty have countless opportunities

as they are aggressively feted by industry. Academic con-

ferences, now generously funded by industry, have started

resembling trade shows or spectacles that some attendees

love. Yet we hear of stories of problematic relationships

between industry and research labs. Academic PIs, strug-

gling to compete with the resources of industry, increas-

ingly turn to industry joint appointments or collaborations.

In the worst case, these collaborations can cause students

to become demoralized as they work on projects that are

driven by companies while the students are on graduate stu-

dent salaries. In the rush to hire DL expertise, stories depict

surprise at how under-prepared students can easily find jobs.

Stories convey paranoia, fatigue, rage, and isolation

from those who do not fit the norm of computer vision re-

searchers. Those adopting a more critical viewpoint of the

technologies they are building have like-minded allies, but

they feel such groups are treated as a sideshow to the real,

“prestigious” work. Problems like face recognition that

were viewed as innocuous technical challenges for decades

suddenly seem problematic in the deep learning era, when

the techniques work well enough to be applied to large-scale

surveillance, and when their successes and failures have real

consequences on real people’s lives. Such problematic pa-

pers produce devastating emotional harm to their readers

(such as the gender recognition paper mentioned above).

Teaching-oriented faculty, vital to cultivating the next gen-

eration of graduate students, are “heartbroken” when they

feel lost and undervalued in conferences.

Our goal is not to dictate whether or how the current

landscape of emotions in computer vision should change,

nor to offer prescriptions for how to do so. However, given

the above landscape of emotions in computer vision, we do

argue that special attention needs to be paid to individuals

in the community who are experiencing significant – often

negative – emotions that are not widely talked about. While

the community has well-refined ways to guide its technical

trajectory, through processes such as peer review, we are

less well-equipped to monitor and make visible the emo-

tions of the individuals in our community, and this may

impede the trajectory toward healthy growth of the field.

In the context of conferences, recognizing various feelings

of marginalization may require rethinking the processes by

which decisions can create more equitable relationships and

opportunities. Data-driven instruments such as surveys to

identify and act on concerns of the community, while os-

tensibly democratic, can end up perpetuating the status quo,

the dominant view, rather than allowing the community to

enable those who feel marginalized [17].

Machine learning and computer vision research commu-

nities have made recent changes to begin to address some of

these concerns. CVPR 2019 introduced a Diversity Chair,

for example, while authors at AAAI 2020 and NeurIPS

2020 were required to identify ethical consequences of their

papers. CVPR 2020 issued a statement in support of the

Black Lives Matter movement that called for a number of

steps [6] including workshops and tutorials that examine

“problems in equity, diversity and inclusion from a techni-

cal perspective” and “possible social damage flowing from

computer vision technologies,” and networking events and

travel support to nurture “communities that are currently not

well represented at CVPR.” We envision our study – and

others that build on it – will inform leadership groups like

the PAMI Technical Committee and the Computer Vision

Foundation about how the the changing tides of computer

vision are affecting our community, and to consider mea-

sures to help chart an inclusive course for the future.

We close with the hope that this paper achieves its goals

of uncovering and amplifying what some readers may al-

ready be feeling – perhaps in secret – about how the field

they love has so transformed.
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